
KPMG Remuneration Survey - Gaming + Betting Roles 

Job Level Job Id Title Qualifications Duties

Level 3 370G Sportsbook Trading 

Manager

At least 5 years industry experience working in a 

similar management role. An in-depth sporting 

knowledge and a thorough understanding of sports 

betting, odds compilation, risk management and live 

betting. Able to meet deadlines and work well under 

pressure. Numerate with a strong mathematical  

background and a thorough understanding of 

bookmaking theory and value betting. Highly IT 

literate and knowledge of the relevant geographic 

betting markets.

To deliver a comprehensive sports book. Resource 

planning, recruitment & performance management for the 

trading team. Accountable  for continual sustainable profits 

by the trading team. Develop new betting products and 

enhance existing offerings. Prepare the budget for the 

trading team.  Achieve sportsbook gross profits.

Level 3 373G VIP Services Manager Comprehensive knowledge of the online industry 

including game play, software and player rewards 

systems. Strong people management  and 

interpersonal skills, with excellent oral and written 

communication skills. Strong leadership ability and 

attention to detail, with the ability to lead a 

successful decision making process with colleagues 

who have differing goals. Knowledge of online 

communities and forums.

Develop, maintain and enforce procedures and standards 

for direct contact with VIP players, including handling 

escalated support, security and payment issues reported 

during direct VIP player contact worldwide. Develop 

training materials for VIP relationship coordinators and train 

new staff. Provide updates to management on status of 

the VIP relationship programme, including reports on 

challenges, opportunities and results.

Level 3 374G Games Manager Extensive experience playing online games. A 

comprehensive knowledge of all common forms of 

game, including all games offered by the Company 

and its competitors. Exceptional analytical skills, 

including effective comprehension and 

consideration of opposing points of view, which 

requires basic knowledge of MS Word and MS 

Excel. Strong written and oral communications 

skills. 

Create and maintain positive relationships with selected 

game players. Solicit feedback and suggestions for game 

offerings from all appropriate parties. Maintain awareness 

of player activity and analyze data to identify trends in 

game play. Monitor other sites’  game offerings, perform 

competitive analysis of those offerings and suggest 

additions and changes to own company game offerings, 

including stakes and game types.

Level 3 375G Affiliate Manager Strong analytical & commercial skills. Experience 

with online gaming affiliate programmes. An ability 

to lead and work to tight deadlines. A background 

as a poker player/sports book gamer is desirable but 

not essential. 

Responsible for the commercial activities, including the 

partner and promotion-portfolio, sub-affiliate programme 

and customer service. Meeting eGaming affiliate KPIs. 

Work closely with partners in obtaining and designing 

exclusive and innovative promotions for all player 

segments in the community. Responsible for overseeing, 

analysing and developing the commercial activities and 

infrastructure (including promotional campaigns, and CRM).

Level 3 380G Senior Product 

Manager

5 years plus experience in product management 

within an online gaming environment. Bachelor or 

MBA degree preferred. Ability to understand and 

apply relevant technology. Strong client 

engagement and communication skills to influence 

internal and external audiences. Analytical problem-

solving capability. Able to analyse and interpret 

financial data.

Collecting and generate new product ideas and enhance 

existing products. Supervise the product management 

team. Take ownership of product strategy,roadmap and 

user experience. Gather and prioritise client feedback to 

drive product innovation,adoption and retention. Serve as 

the prime interface to sales areas. Measure and compare 

individual product financial performance and market share.

Level 4 470G Senior Sportsbook  

Trader

5+ years trading experience. Subject matter expert 

with excellent commercial acumen. Superior 

negotiating and influencing expertise. Wide-ranging 

global sports knowledge.  Excellent mathematical  

and analytical skillls. Able to work in a fast paced 

environment and to make decisions quickly. High 

attention to detail and precision in delivery while 

balancing multiple priorities. Exceptional time 

management skills with an ability to meet tight 

deadlines. 

Responsible for trading of a range of major sports areas 

and involved in influencing future operating procedures and 

policies. Measure results against the overall business plan 

for trading area, helping to generate continual sustainable 

profits. 

Level 4 473G VIP Services Team 

Leader

Highly analytical/quantitative, data based problem 

solving and optimisation, especially segmentation. 

Comprehensive knowledge and understanding of 

online gaming  industry and dealing with VIP's 

closely. Collaborative team player that is driven and 

can work cross-functionally to bring teams together. 

A good understanding of Customer Relationship 

Management. 

Leads a VIP Services Team. Responsible for maintaining 

and improving customer service, developing and 

implementing new promotions and maintaining and 

cultivating relationships with VIP customers.
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Level 4 474G Games Assistant 

Manager

Extensive experience playing online games. A 

comprehensive knowledge of all common forms of 

game, including all games offered by own employer 

and competitors. Exceptional analytical skills, 

including effective comprehension and 

consideration of opposing points of view, which 

requires basic knowledge of MS Word and MS 

Excel. Strong written and oral communications 

skills. 

Reports to Games Manager, supervises team across all 

activities, including; Create and maintain positive 

relationships with selected game players. Solicit feedback 

and suggestions for game offerings from all appropriate 

parties. Maintain awareness of player activity and analyse 

data to identify trends in game play. Monitor other sites’  

game offerings, perform competitive analysis of those 

offerings and suggest additions and changes to own 

company game offerings, including stakes and game types.

Level 4 480G Product Manager 3 to 5 years experience of on-line product 

management,development and launching of 

products in a gaming environment preferred. Good 

knowledge of website/software user interface 

development. Broad understanding of technical and 

product development concepts and processes.

Specify and coordinate product development for a defined 

portfolio. Collect and generate new product ideas. Own the 

product strategy, roadmap and user experience. Liaise with 

all parties involved in the development lifecycle to ensure 

timely release of successful products. Measure 

commercial success in revenue and market share.

Level 4 481G Trading Team Leader Strong interpersonal, performance management and 

coaching skills. Good understanding of global sports 

schedule knowledge and principle of trading activity.  

Excellent mathematical  and analytical skillls. 

Coordinate and supervise the work of the trading team. 

Assist the Sportsbook Trading Manager in his duties. Train 

and sign off new staff within  the allocated time frame. 

Report on the cost/profit performance of the trading team. 

Help more junior traders develop a trade sports portfolio & 

ensure all deadlines are met.

Level 5 570G Sportsbook Trader                     2-4 years trading experience. Global sports 

knowledge. Strong awareness of global sports 

schedule. Excellent mathematical skillls. Able to 

work in a fast paced environment and to make 

decisions quickly. High attention to detail and 

precision in delivery while balancing multiple 

priorities. Exceptional time management skills with 

an ability to meet tight deadlines. Strong initiative 

and solid judgement abilities/skills.

Responsible for trading of a major sport area. Extensive 

use of automated modelling and decision support tools.  

Measure results against the overall business plan. Help 

develop a trade sports portfolio. Research areas of 

expertise and offer PR type odds when requested. Work 

with PR to provide lines (where possible) on props they 

want to offer on allocated leagues/sports. Ensure all 

deadlines are met.

Level 5 573G VIP Account Manager Comprehensive knowledge of the online industry 

including game play, software and player rewards 

systems. Good oral and written communications 

skills. Knowledge of online communities and 

forums.

Maintain direct contact with VIP players on support, 

security and payments issues.

Level 5 580G Junior Product 

Manager

Excellent written,verbal and analytical skills. 

Experience of working in a product management 

team.Relevant professional training, skills and 

qualifications.

Support the product manager in product development and 

service. Write specifications to deliver user experience 

sought and act as the main contact during software 

development and implementation phases.

Level 6 670G Junior Sportsbook 

Trader

Extensive sports knowledge and a high level of 

numeracy. High attention to detail with arithmetical 

precision. Ability to meet tight deadlines.Strong 

initiative and solid judgement. Enjoys a competitive 

environment.

Entry level trading role.  Assist the senior traders across all 

sports areas. Research customer activity and make 

recomendations on profiling and product mix. Measure 

results against targets and departmental plans. Manage 

liability on live sports events. Majority of decisions are 

made using support tools with automated modelling.

Level 7 773G VIP Services 

Rep/Agent

Comprehensive knowledge of the online industry 

including game play,software and player rewards 

systems. Good oral and written communications 

skills. Strong interpersonal skills. Knowledge of 

online communities and forums.

Maintain and develop existing VIP relationships through 

regular proactive communication. Liaise with internal 

service providers to ensure consistent level of service to 

VIPs. Ensure communication of new products and 

promotions.

Please note that all the eCommerce roles are also available to Gaming & Betting participants who operate online


